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ABSTRACT 

 
In this paper, we present an approach to the object-oriented software development which 
is based on: i) automatic generation of a throwaway prototype from the initial 
specification in a formal, declarative, object-oriented specification language, ii) validation 
of user requirements and refinement of the specification by using this prototype, and iii) 
automatic translation from the validated specification types to programming classes 
including the semantics of the formal specification by means of assertions. The last step is 
achieved by using an object-oriented implementation language supporting Eiffel-like 
assertions and the “Design by Contract” technique; therefore, these classes force the first 
evolutionary prototype (that will evolve to the final software) to be formally consistent 
with the validated specification. This approach is supported by a high level CARE 
(Computer-Aided Requirements Engineering) tool. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Requirements elicitation is a crucial task in the software construction process with implications in 

correctness and productivity. Formal specification languages allow to express the captured requirements 

in an accurate and rigorous way; in contrast to non-formal notations, validation and verification 

techniques are possible by formal reasoning. On the other hand, the creation of prototypes from the 

requirement specification is considered a suitable technique for checking how much the final user needs 

are satisfied. Although formal techniques can be used to elicitate requirements, an important problem is 

not solved: it is impossible to guarantee the functional compatibility between the formally validated and 

verified specification and its implementation. So, current research is focused not only on the specification 

language design, but also on the construction of tools for supporting both languages and the development 

process. 

In that sense, we present an approach to the object-oriented software development 

supported by a CARE (Computer-Aided Requirements Engineering) prototyping 

environment for a formal, declarative and object-oriented language called OASIS 

                                                           

1Partially funded by the CICYT project “OM: OASIS Method. A Method for Information System Development from OASIS 
Specifications”. TIC 97-0593-C05-02, Ministry of Education and Science (Spain) and Center for Research Coordination: Fundación 
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[Pastor95] (although the approach could be adapted to any similar language, i.e. Object-

Z, TROLL, etc.). This environment allows to model the considered system by an OASIS 

specification and later to generate a throwaway prototype for validating, being 

functionally equivalent to the specification. Once the validation process has concluded, 

we intend to start the implementation process with the guarantee that it will be 

consistent with the conceptual model. For this purpose, another prototype is generated – 

an evolutionary one – also functionally equivalent to the specification, but written in a 

programming language that includes the assertion mechanism. The consistency between 

the program and the specifications is ensured by applying the “Design by Contract” 

technique [Meyer92]. 

Our approach is in the line with the project recently presented by B. Meyer 

[Meyer98], trying to obtain a set of trusted components by using several techniques, 

including “Design by Contract” and formal validation, among others. 

The features of the chosen language, OASIS, are very similar to TROLL 

[Jungclaus91] and LCM (Language for Conceptual Modeling) [Wieringa94]. These 

specification languages combine a great expressiveness in a declarative way and the 

adaptation of formal models to object-oriented principles which were the result of the 

ESPRIT IS-CORE project [IS-C91] [IS-C93]. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: next section gives an overview of the 

OASIS object model. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the proposed 

approach. Afterwards, the automatic generation of each kind of prototype is presented, 

both the throwaway one in section 4 and the evolutionary one in section 5. Finally, 

section 6 comments related works and section 7 presents conclusions and further work. 

                                                                                                                                                                          

Séneca, Murcia Regional Government (Spain). 
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2. OASIS OBJECT MODEL 

Before presenting the prototyping approach we are going to briefly describe the main 

concepts of the object model of the specification language OASIS. Our purpose is not to 

explain every feature rigorously, rather we will outline its most relevant aspects by 

means of an example: a simple bank application for managing accounts, clients and 

employees. Figure 1 shows the object model expressed by means of a UML class 

diagram (see [Rational97]): 

Account

CheckingAccountSavingAccount

BankCustomer BankEmployee

Person

* 1holder

«dynamic»

 

Figure 1. UML class diagram of the running example 

An OASIS class plays two roles: intensional, describing the structure and behavior 

of the objects belonging to the class (type); and extensional, denoting a collection of 

objects with the same features (population). The properties of an object are represented 

by means of attributes, so its state, in a given moment, is determined through the 

values of its attributes. Attributes are classified into: 

• Constant attributes: they get their value when the object is created and they do 

not change during the object life. 

• Variable attributes: their values change over time as a result of the occurrence of 

some related events. 

• Derived attributes: their values are calculated by a derivation formula expressing 

the computation in terms of other attributes. 

An event is an atomic instantaneous action that modifies the state of at least one 
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object, that is, one or more attributes are changed in the way that is stated in the 

evaluation part of the specification (see Figure 3). An evaluation is a dynamic logic 

formula [Harel84] expressed in the form Φ[e]Φ’, which means: “ if Φ is true in a given 

state, every possible execution of the event e leads to a situation in which Φ’ is true”. 

Evaluations are structured as it is shown in Figure 2: 

red= false , credit=C [deposit(M)] credit=C+M

conditions instantiations actions  

Figure 2. Structure of the evaluations 

An object could be affected by the occurrence of an event if and only if this object is 

in a certain state. This fact is stated by means of preconditions. Preconditions are 

formulas that must hold to allow a valid event occurrence. Moreover, there are some 

conditions which any object in a stable state must hold, called integrity constraints. An 

object is in a stable state, before and after the execution of an action on it. 

The set of possible relationships between classes are described in contrast to UML 

[Rational97]: 

• relation of: it fits in the aggregation (‘part_of’) and association concepts in 

UML. The class declaration includes the name and a set of properties taking into 

account the main features of relationships, such as the cardinality of each entity 

participating in the relationship. For example, the UML composite mechanism is 

represented by giving to the class the property inclusive, whereas the relational 

property is equivalent to an UML association relationship. 
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conceptual_schema BankSystem

class Account relation of BankCustomer
(relational, static, non disjoint, flexible, univalued, not null)

var_declarations
M:nat;
C:nat;
D:nat;

constant_attributes
       key code: string;
              type_account:string;
variable_attributes

credit: nat;
debit:nat; #when you are in red
credit_limit:nat;

derived_attributes
red: bool;
maxWithdrawal: nat;

proper_events
new      open_account.
destroy close_account.
             deposit (M).
             withdraw (M).
             new_credit_limit (M).

constraint
type_account=‘saving’ or type_account=‘checking’.
debit≤credit_limit.
BankCustomer.age>18.

valuation
[new_credit_limit (M)] credit_limit=M.
red=false , credit=C [deposit (M)] credit= C+M.
red=true , debit=D [deposit(M)] if (M≤D) then debit=D-M

                 else debit=0 , credit=M-D endif.
red=false , credit=C [withdraw(M)] if (C≥M) then credit=C-M

                                                                          else credit=0 , debit=M-C endif.
red=true , debit=D [withdraw(M)]debit=D+M.

derivation
red = (debit>0).
maxWithdrawal = (credit - debit + credit_limit).

preconditions
close_account if (credit=0 and debit=0).
withdraw(M) if (M ≤ maxWithdrawal).

end class

class SavingAccount specialization of Account where
                              type_account=‘saving’

constant_attributes
interest_rate : nat;
...........

constraint
red=true.
credit_limit=0.
............

end_class

class CheckingAccount specialization of Account where
                           type_account=‘checking’

constant_attributes
num_cash_card : nat;
...........

end_class

class Person
constant_attributes

ID: nat;
name:string;
birthday:date;

variable_attributes
address:string;
...........

derived_attributes
age: integer;
...........

{update attributes events}
end_class

class BankCustomer specialization of Person
relation of Account

         ............................

end_class

end_conceptual_schema

Figure 3. OASIS running example specification  

In the example illustrated in Figure 3, the properties of the Account class mean: at 

the creation of an account object we must associate it with a unique bank object 

(relational, not null, univalued) who will not change over the object life (static). A 

client can be the holder of more than one account (non disjoint). He/she could be 

registered in the bank even if he/she does not have any account (flexible). 

• specialization/generalization: they support the inheritance concept. OASIS 

makes a distinction between two kinds of specialization: temporal and permanent. 

∗ temporal specialization or role: an object belonging to the specialized 

class is created from the parent class and, since that moment, the object 

“plays the role” corresponding to the specialized class. This idea includes the 

dynamic classification of UML («dynamic» stereotype) for which an object 
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is able to change its class within the subclass hierarchy and, in addition, the 

same object can play several roles at the same time. According to the running 

example (Figure 3) a person could be a bank customer at a given moment, 

and moreover, he/she could finish playing that role and would be still a 

person. 

∗ permanent specialization: an object belongs to one of the specialized 

class since its creation instant according to a specialization condition. This 

fact is shown in the account hierarchy included in Figure 3. An account will 

be saving or checking depending on the value given to the constant attribute 

type when the account is opened. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROTOTYPING APPROACH. 

The inherent ambiguities of the languages and notations involved in the non-formal 

analysis/design methods produce specifications on which it is very difficult to 

rigorously reason. Further, it is not possible to ensure the consistency of the final 

implementation from the obtained models [France97]. 

In order to face up to the aforementioned problem, we propose an approach based on 

the automatic generation of two prototypes. Firstly, a throwaway prototype is created 

and used to validate the specification, through an environment for editing and animating 

specifications of information systems. Next, we go forward to the final system by the 

creation of a second evolutionary prototype made up of classes including Eiffel-like 

assertions [Meyer97], but no code. 

In [Davis93] we can find another proposal for combining throwaway and 

evolutionary prototyping: the so-called “operational prototyping”. An important 

difference in our approach is the automatic generation of every prototype, so the 

validation process can be made more agile. Moreover, after checking the compliance 
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between the throwaway prototype and the initial requirements of the users, we generate 

a verified evolutionary prototype. That is, the generation process ensures the 

consistency of the evolutionary prototype with the prior validated model. 

Once the user requirements are collected and organized, the working process with the 

environment is basically as follows (Figure 4): 

1. A system OASIS specification is graphically introduced, and then it is translated 

automatically into OASIS notation. This specification is named the conceptual 

schema. 

2. Now, we are able to animate the specification by means of a functional 

throwaway prototype automatically generated. The animator (described in section 

4) allows to create objects, to inspect the effect of the events on the objects, to 

check the validity of integrity constraints, to consult the state and history of the 

objects and even to move the system clock backwards in order to observe 

previous states of the objects. Thus, the analyst can interactively validate the 

conceptual schema with the users. 

3. Once the specification has been validated, we should start the design and 

implementation phase. In this moment, it is essential to verify that the program 

produced is fully consistent with the conceptual schema previously validated. In 

this respect, our proposal is based on the automatic generation of a first 

functionally equivalent (evolutionary) prototype in an object-oriented 

programming language supporting Eiffel-like assertions [Meyer92][Carrillo96], 

as it will be described in Section 5. 

A class is the implementation of an abstract data type, ADT (in our case, an 

OASIS specification). Assertions allow to introduce in a class the semantic part of an 

ADT. The equivalence between the last conceptual model and the first implementation 
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model is ensured by assertions, by using the principles of the “Design by Contract” 

technique. Once a skeleton of a class (set of method signatures and attributes) has been 

generated, the semantic of the specification, that was expressed by means of events 

preconditions, evaluations and integrity constraints, is automatically translated into class 

invariants, and preconditions and postconditions of the methods (as we will see in 

section 5). In this way, we introduce the semantic concepts already included in the 

conceptual schema in the first implementation model (totally deferred classes). 

 Requeriments Specification

OASIS
ESPECIFICATION

(FORMAL, OO)

 class …
 …
 end_class

THROWAWAY PROTOTYPE
(requirements validation )

FIRST
EVOLUTIONARY

PROTOTYPE
(Classes with  assertions)

automatic
generation

changes on the
requirements

Validated &
verified
 model

automatic
generation

FINAL
APPLICATION

........

 

Figure 4. Execution environment schema 

At this moment, we need to explain the reasons for the creation of two separate 

prototypes. If we directly generated deferred classes with assertions, then we would 

have to write the body of all the methods in order to be able to animate the specification, 

and a simple user interface for going through with the animation. Of course, the 

generated code for animation would only show the semantics of the events, and would 

be discarded later. So, we can note that the mixed approach is simpler because in each 

iteration a throwaway prototype is generated automatically from the specifications (no 

extra-code is written), and it is also used to validate them (the user interface is 

automatically given). 
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4. EDITION, RAPID PROTOTYPING AND VALIDATION OF THE 

SPECIFICATIONS. 

In order to develop the animation environment two things are needed. On the one 

hand, we have to keep the OASIS specification that we want to validate. On the other 

hand, we have to create the classes that will be used during the animation. The last 

statement requires an interpreted language, such as Smalltalk, that allows to create the 

specification classes at execution time. 

We have chosen the OODBMS (Object-Oriented Data Base Management System) 

GemStone [Maier86] [Stein91] for implementing a first prototype of the prototyping 

tool. GemStone was designed by extending Smalltalk with the main DBMS features. So 

Gemstone provides features such as persistence, multi-user connections and functions 

for data migration that are required when there are changes on the specification. 

The information associated to the OASIS specification could be considered as the system 

metainformation. From this point of view, the architecture of the environment could be described as it is 

shown in Figure 5, extracted from [Pelechano96], where an OASIS editor is described relying on the 

metaclass concept. 

MetaclassOASIS

Class Account

code: string
credit : nat
debit : nat

object account

code=’c001’
credit=1.500.000

debit=0

create_class

add_attribute_const

add_event

is-instance-of

is-instance-of

new

destroy

set_credit

withdraw

deposit

OASISEditor

ExecutionEnvironment

 

Figure 5. Edition and rapid prototyping system architecture 

MetaclassOASIS provides all the services for creating and modifying OASIS classes 

(create_class, add_constant_attribute, add_event, etc.) and, therefore, it could be 
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understood as an abstract OASIS class editor. Any OASIS class will be represented as 

an instance of MetaclassOASIS (e.g. Class Account in figure 4). Hence, its instance 

variables will represent constant attributes (attributes_const_set), variable attributes 

(attributes_var_set), etc. (events_set,...). In order to validate the requirements, it will be 

necessary to create objects, instances of the generated classes (see the Account object in 

figure 4), during the execution of the throwaway prototype (specification animation) 

We have developed an animation environment for managing all the metainformation, 

generating the throwaway prototype and executing this prototype. Figure 6 shows the 

structure of classes of the tool which is a Smalltalk implementation of the architecture 

showed in Figure 4. Now, we explain the mapping between both figures. 

The relationship is_instance_of between the MetaclassOASIS and the Account class 

in Figure 5, now is implemented as follows: each OASIS class will be translated into an 

object and a GemStone class; the object is a instance of the class OASISClass (or some 

of its subclass depending on the kind of the class) which contains all the information 

from the specification. This object is used to create the GemStone class (pointed by the 

realClass attribute) whose instance variables are the set of attributes that determine the 

state of an object (constant and variables attributes). Besides, the GemStone class 

includes one method for each event declared in the conceptual schema. Therefore, the 

classes of the throwaway prototype have functional independence. 

In Figure 6, we can see the result of the translation of the Account class (Figure 3). 

This process causes the creation of the MetaAccount object. It is an instance of the class 

AggregationClass and contains the information declared in the OASIS specification. 

Afterwards, the method createRealClass is executed on this object. The effect of this 

execution is the creation of the GemStone class Account. During the animation it will be 

possible to create objects of the class Account, whose state will satisfy the integrity 
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constraints (code=’c001’, ...). 

PrototypingEnvironment

OASISClass

Account
code
credit
……..

deposit ..

code=’c001’
credit=1.500.000

SpecializationClass AggregationClass

MetaclassOASIS

 Account class

 Account object

name=Account
atCteSet=
atVarSet=
 …..
realClass=
population=

 :AggregationClass

:Account

«is_instance_of»

 MetaAccount object

«is_instance_of»

 

Figure 6. Classes and objects created from the Account class specification  
(throwaway prototype) 

In a concise form, the equivalence between the OASIS concepts and the GemStone 

elements is: 

• Every OASIS class is mapped into a GemStone class. 

• Constant and variable attributes in OASIS are mapped into instance variables 

of the GemStone class. Their types in the specification are their constraints in 

GemStone2 (Figure 7 shows an example). In that figure we can notice some 

new variables: trace and Metainfo. The former is an instance variable that 

stores the object life, that is, the methods executed on it and the date of the 

occurrence. The last is a class variable that references to the object that 

contains the metainformation. 

                                                           

2 In GemStone it is possible to associate a class C to an instance variable, so that the variable will only 

reference those objects belonging to C or any of its subclasses. 
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PrototypingEnvironment subclass: #Account
instVarNames: #(#credit_limit #debit #credit #code #holder #trace)
classVars: #( #Metainfo)
constraints:#[ #[#credit_limit, Number],

         #[#debit, Number],
         #[#credit, Number],
         #[#code, String]
         #[#holder, BankCustomer] ]

 

Figure 7. GemStone definition of the Account class from Figure 5 

• Derived attributes are calculated when they are needed, so they are modeled 

by a method that returns the value. For instance, there is a derived attribute in 

the Account class whose name is red. In consequence, there is a method in 

the GemStone class whose name is red and the body is the derivation 

formula (derivation section in the OASIS specification Figure 3), as we can 

see in Figure 8. 

• The events are translated into methods that include the preconditions and 

evaluations from the specification, that is their functionality. Coming back to 

the running example, Figure 8 shows the code for the withdraw method. 

  Account>>  withdraw: anArray
“The array contains the arguments: name,value.”

| M C D cond1 cond2 arg |

arg:= anArray detect:[ : a | a name = ‘M’.].
M := arg value.
(M ≤ (self maxWithdrawal)) ifTrue:[

cond1:=(self red=false).
cond2:=(self red=true).
(cond1) ifTrue:[

C:=credit.
(C≥M) ifTrue:[

credit:=C-M.]
ifFalse:[

credit: = 0.
debit := M-C.].].

(cond2) ifTrue:[
D:=debit.
debit:=D+M.].

^(cond1 | cond2).]
ifFalse:[^false.].

Account >> red
^(debit>0)

 

Figure 8. GemStone code for the derived attribute red and the event withdraw in the 
Account class (throwaway prototype) 

We use two auxiliary variables (cond1 y cond2 in the figure above) in order to 

simulate the parallel execution of the evaluations that an event involves. First of all, the 
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conditions that are true are marked. Then, the actions corresponding to the marked 

conditions are executed. The returned value is false if the event did not occur (either 

precondition was false or any of the conditions was true), true otherwise. 

5. CREATING THE FIRST EVOLUTIONARY PROTOTYPE 

Starting from the “Design by Contract” technique [Meyer92], the BON method 

[Walden95] propose a “seamless” software development process in which the semantic 

gap between each stage of the life cycle is reduced. This is possible by using the same 

notation for analysis, design and implementation: an OO language with assertions (the 

method is based on concepts of the Eiffel language, although it can be considered an 

independent-language method). 

Since the expressiveness of the assertion language that can be supported in a realistic programming 

language is rather limited, it would be very interesting that the developer could use a formal specification 

language at the starting and then, totally deferred classes with assertions would be generated 

automatically from the formal specification of the requirements. Our proposal is addressed in this sense. 

According to this idea, we have devised a translation mechanism from an OASIS specification to 

deferred classes with assertions, particularly to the Eiffel assertion language (although this method could 

adapt to any programming language supporting an assertion mechanism). The process follows some rules: 

• An OASIS class is mapped into an Eiffel class. 

• Constant and variable attributes are mapped into Eiffel attributes. 

• Derived attributes and events are mapped into methods. 

• Integrity constraints are mapped to the class invariant. 

• Event preconditions are mapped into the preconditions of their associated 

methods. 

• OASIS evaluations of an event are mapped to post-conditions of the associated 

method, as follows: 

Let Φ1 [ev(N)] Φ1’, ..., Φn [ev(N)] Φn’ be the associated evaluations to the 
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event ev. The equivalent postcondition to the method associated to ev would be: 

(Φ1’’→ Φ1’’’) or ... or (Φn’’→ Φn’’’), where each Φi’’ contains all the Φi 

conditions (but the instantiations formulas are not included), and each Φi’’’ is 

like Φi’, but replacing the variables instantiated in Φi by the attribute name 

preceded with the old prefix. 

• For an aggregated or associated OASIS class, the counterpart Eiffel class models 

the relationship by attributes whose type is the aggregated or associated class. In 

OASIS, component classes (or associated) are accessible by means of dot notation 

(for instance, BankCustomer.age>18 in Account class, in Figure 3). In Eiffel, we 

only have to substitute the class name for the attribute name, following the same 

example, holder.edad>18, see Figure 9). 

• A universal specialization is translated according to the Eiffel inheritance 

mechanism. The temporal specialization or role can be implemented by means of 

patterns described for dynamic classification [Fowler97]. 

In order to show the transformations that have been explained above, we are going to 

come back to the running example in Figure 3. Taking the Account class, its equivalent 

Eiffel class would be: 
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class Account feature
-- constant and variable attributes
code : STRING;
type_account : STRING;
credit : INTEGER;
...
holder: BankCustomer;

red:BOOLEAN is do
-- derived attribute
Result:=debit > 0

end
-- events

withdraw(M: INTEGER) is
require -- precondition
 M <= maxWithdrawal

ensure -- valuations
(red = false)  and  (old credit >= M)
         implies credit = old  credit – M
(red=false)  and  (old credit < M)
         implies  (credit = 0  and  debit = M - old debit )
(red=true)
       implies  debit = old debit + M

end --withdraw
invariant -- integrity constraints
 debit <= credit_limit;

type = ’saving’ or type = ’checking’;
holder.edad>18

end class
 

Figure 9 Translating OASIS into Eiffel (evolutionary prototype) 

6. RELATED WORK 

Another prototyping environment has been developed for the formal specification 

language TROLL [Jungclaus91]. It is called Tbench [Kusch95] and uses an editing and 

execution system for the specifications. In contrast to our environment, TBench does 

not automatically generate a first software model, as a first step in the development 

process of the final system. There is another CASE tool for LCM [Wieringa94] called 

TCM (Toolkit for Conceptual Modeling), but in this case, the generation of prototypes 

is not allowed, to the best of our knowledge. 

FuZE [France97] is an environment that supports semi-automatic generation of Z 

specifications starting from Fusion models. Afterwards, the Z specification can be 

animated by means of some Z tools supplied for this purpose. Unlike this approach, our 

proposal does not try to formalize an OO model, rather it intends the construction of a 
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formal OO model from the beginning, and not only by checking the model consistence, 

but also by generating the first version of the application code. 

Our environment has also similarities with SmallVDM [Lemos94]. SmallVDM 

generates a first Smalltalk prototype starting from a specification in the formal language 

VDM. We believe our work improves that one since we use a formal OO language as 

the specification language (while VDM is not OO) and a language with assertions 

(supporting “Design by Contract”) as implementation language, instead of using an ad 

hoc definition of pre and postconditions. 

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK  

We have presented an approach that addresses object-oriented software development 

in a formal and seamless way. Our proposal basically consists of automatically 

obtaining deferred classes with assertions from abstract data types expressed by means 

of a formal specification language. Moreover, we use a throwaway prototype to validate 

the initial specification, in order to generate programming classes from a validated 

specification. We believe on the usefulness of combining throwaway and evolutionary 

prototypes, where the design by contract ensures consistence between the program and 

the specification. 

Within this approach, software development is assisted by an environment that 

allows i) to introduce the initial specification graphically, ii) to generate a throwaway 

prototype automatically, iii) to animate and validate the specification, and finally, iv) to 

generate Eiffel classes automatically too. 

We have chosen OASIS as the formal object-oriented specification language, and 

Eiffel as the implementation one, but this proposal could be easily adapted to any 

similar formal object-oriented language (i.e. TROLL or LCM), and to any object-oriented 

programming language supporting Eiffel-like assertions. Recently, several papers have 
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been presented to include assertions in the most extended object-oriented languages: 

Smalltalk [Carrillo96], C++ [Porat95], Java [Payne98], and even there are some 

proposals which make that extension ad hoc [Lemos94]. 

Among other applications, our work can extend the BON method, by allowing to 

obtain the deferred classes with assertions, such as it is proposed by the BON analysis 

phase, from abstract data types expressed by means of a formal object-oriented 

language. 

Further work is focused on integrating a UML graphic editor in the development 

environment, so that we could generate automatically OASIS specifications from UML 

diagrams (for the present, this is done by using an OASIS-specific graphic notation). 

Another way to improve our work is to consider the changing nature of requirements. 

So, we can include the ability to generate the evolutionary prototypes incrementally 

from the formal model, while it is refined, instead of generating all the programming 

classes every time. In this way, we try to avoid wasting the work already performed on 

the current evolutionary prototype, when any requirement included in the formal 

specification is changed. 
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